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Product Overview

Zigi : Mini-PAR Color-Tunable LED Spot
The new ZiGi compact color spot is the perfect instrument for
lighting up any place that needs high-quality, adjustable color
illumination that is easy to set up and control.
With convenient wireless control options, small size and power
supply versatility, the Zigi can be installed almost anywhere to
provide exquisite color washes and accents or high-fidelity
whites for spotlighting performances or works of art.
Controllable with DMX or from a mobile device with the Luxium
phone app, the Zigi is an ideal fixture for track lights, events,
shows, hospitality, theaters, architainment and retail settings.

Highlights:
- Widest color range in the industry. Powerful, directional beam blows away comparable lights.
- Outputs up to 100W equivalent of mixed-color LED white light in a narrow and uniform beam
- Configurable with AC or DC power input, beam angle diffusers and various mounting options
- Machined aluminum body for an aesthetically pleasing, robust package
- 100% Wireless Control - Bluetooth only or with Luxium ZMX™ wireless DMX available
- Factory calibration means that all your ZiGis match one another
- Simple, intuitive control - start your show instantly with Android or iOS!
- Proudly Made in the USA

Special Versions Available:
For outdoor use (Zigi-RX) and track mount (Zigi-TX) applications

Events - Merchandizing – Theaters – Lightscaping
Zigi can do it all!
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Zigi : Mini-PAR Color-Tunable LED Spot
Specifications
Luminous Output
Lux @ 2 m
CCTs & CRI:
Beam Angles
Power Consumption
Power Input
Control*
Dimming
Oper. Temp. Range

1600 White Lumens using RGBLW at full power with 12-3W LEDs
2286 @ 19 degree beam angle
CRI More than 90 with CCT selection from 2400K to 6500K
19 degree spot - diffuser options for narrow, medium and wide flood
Up to 20 Watts from line power source or 17W from DC source
Available with: 85-264VAC line power, 12-24VAC low voltage or 9-18VDC
Wireless DMX plus Bluetooth or Bluetooth only with Luxium phone app.
100% to 0.1% (not compatible with line-power dimming)
-20C to +45C

* Requires optional Luxium wireless DMX transmitter when using DMX control

Mechanicals
Housing: Machined
Aluminum
Front Lens: AR coated
glass
Cooling: passive fin
convection
Weight: 1.2 lbs

Ordering
Luxium ZMX
used for
wireless
DMX
control.

Ask about
the Zigi-RX
for outdoor
use.

Ask about
the Zigi-TX
for track
mounting.
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